FA department visit

PhD studies
- What it is
- Where to find the regulations
- What is the goal?
PhD studies

- Become a researcher
- Work on my project

Regulations
- Courses
- Thesis
- Goals

PhD student  Supervisor  HSV + KTH
PhD studies

Do my career plans fit in the box?

Does the teaching, course work, reading papers, doing project work, writing papers, fill the box?

Do my project plans fit in the box?

Do my EU deliverables fit the box?

Can I hire this student for a PhD?
• Subject study plans in doctoral program in Computer Science
http://www.kth.se/csc/utbildning/forskarniva/doktorsprogram/datalogi/datalogi

• Subject study plans in doctoral program in Mediated communication

• Education at doctoral (third-cycle) level at CSC
http://www.kth.se/csc/utbildning/forskarniva?l=en_UK

KTH regulations of doctoral (third-cycle) education
http://intra.kth.se/regelverk/utbildning-forskning/forskarutbildning?l=en_UK

PhD handbook
http://www.doktorandhandboken.nu/engelska/english.4.24cc9d95134182bfa4a800041.html
PhD studies

What are the demands of a thesis in my field?
What are the deliverables in my field?
What are quality dimensions in my field?

What are the signatures of good supervision?
- Are our meetings well structured?
- Is my feed-back clear and covering also HOW
- Is my project plan clear?
Policy for doctoral ladder promotion

• Common criteria for dr-program for promotion
• Criteria relate to goals of PhD education
• Promotion seminar
  - get feedback on work
  - plan work
  - follow up on progress of studies
  - practice presenting your work
• Early seminars focus on planning, later seminars on evaluation
Annual work

• Supervisory group meeting
• Update of individual study plan
• Seminar for new level on PhD ladder

+ Get feed-back
+ Monitor progress
+ Do planning
+ Focus on the right things and do great stuff